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ABSTRACT 
Let T,(A) be the algebra of upper triangular n X n matrices with entries from an 
associative k-algebra A, where k is a commutative ring. Recently several authors 
(Barker, Coelho, Jendrup, Kezlan) have shown that if A is sufficiently well behaved, 
then every k-algebra automorphism of T,,( A) d ecomposes into a product of an inner 
automorphism and an automorphism defined by an automorphism of A. In this paper 
we find new sufficient conditions for A that guarantee such decompositions, and we 
give comparisons with previous results. As an intermediate step we show that a single 
automorphism admits such a decomposition if and only if it respects the subspace of 
strict upper triangular matrices. We also consider the case of infinite matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a commutative ring with 1, A an associative k-algebra with 1, 
and T,(A) the k-algebra of upper triangular n X n matrices over A. 
In the past few years, k-algebra automorphisms of T,(A) have been 
studied in several papers. To mention here only two results, S. P. Coelho [2] 
described the structure of the automorphisms when A is indecomposable 
semiprime, and T. P. Kezlan [4] showed that the automorphisms are all inner 
when A = k. Also other results in the same vein have been obtained; see 
Section 3 below, and [I-S] and the references therein. 
In this paper we prove, in particular, generalizations of the theorems of 
Coelho and Kezlan. We also consider algebras of infinite “triangular” matri- 
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ces. Our results are stated in Section 1, and Section 2 consists of their proofs. 
In Section 3 we compare our results in the case of finite matrices with two 
other existing theorems. We close the paper with a counterexample concern- 
ing algebra maps from Z’,(k) to some other algebra. 
1. THREE THEOREMS AND COROLLARIES 
Unless otherwise specified, all algebras are assumed to be associative with 
1, over the commutative ring k with I, and all algebra homomorphisms are 
assumed to be k-linear and to respect identity elements. 
Let M(A) be any matrix algebra with entries from the algebra A. For any 
matrix x E M(A) we denote by xii the (i, j) entry of X. We define the 
matrices e,, by setting (e,,)ij = 1 if (i,j) = (p, 4) and 0 otherwise. In 
particular, we write eP = elJp for the usual matrix idempotents. Given an 
algebra map 77: A -+ A, we denote by 6 the algebra map M(A) --) M(A) 
obtained by applying 7) to each matrix entry [assuming of course that 4 leaves 
M(A) invariant]; in the sequel 71 and ;7 will always be automorphisms. By an 
inner automorphism of M(A) we understand, as usual, conjugation by a unit 
of M(A). 
Our first theorem is concerned with the algebra T,,(A) for 1 < n =G ~0. 
Observe that we include the case n = ~0, i.e., the algebra T,(A) of infinite 
matrices x = (xij)yj=i where xij E A, xij = 0 if i >j. We denote by N,(A) 
the ideal of strictly upper triangular matrices. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a k-algebra and 1 < n < 00. An algebra automor- 
phism 0 of T,(A) satisfies 13( N,( A)) = N,,( A) if and only if it is of the form 
8 = ~6 where L is an inner automorphism of T,,(A) and 77 is an algebra 
automoy?hism of A. 
If N,(A) happens to be a characteristic ideal of T,(A), that is, invariant 
under all automorphisms 8, then by the theorem we always have 8 = ~6. In 
Theorem 3 we utilize one such case, but at this point we can already deduce 
three immediate consequences. First, if the condition 
A is semiprimitive (I) 
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holds, then N,,(A) is the Jacobson radical of T,,(A) (see [8, Proposition 41). 
Second, if 
A contains no nonzero ideal 1 with ri I”’ = 0, 
,,I = I 
(2) 
then N,,(A) is the unique largest ideal J in T,(A) with n z,= ,J”’ = 0. [TO 
show this, let J be an ideal with n “,,= ,J”’ = 0. Then the ideals <,,,le,, of 
ci,7’,,( A)e,, g A are all 0; hence J c N,,(A).] Third, if 
n<m and A is semiptime, (:31 
then N,,(A) is the prime radical of T,(A). (See [fi, 3.21, and notice that 
N,,(A) is a nilpotent ideal with T,,( A)/N,,( A) semiprime.) In these three 
cases always 0( iV,,( A)) = N,,(A); hence we have: 
COHOLLAKY 1. Let 1 < n < ~13, and assume that one of (I), (2), or (3) 
holds. Then nny algehru automorphism 0 of T,,(A) is of the form 0 = ~ij. 
where L is un inner automorphism of T,,(A) and 77 i.r an algebra autovwr- 
phism of A. 
When n < ~0, the condition (3) is the weakest of the three; this casc~ 
generalizes the theorem of Coelho [2, Theorem A] where A is assumed to b(~ 
indecomposable semiprime (or the theorem of Jondrup [3, Theorem l] where 
A is prime). Actually, Coelho’s theorem is a little more precise in that it also 
tells that the maps L and ?I can be made unique by requiring that L b(~ 
conjugation by a matrix K with K,, = 1, and that then the automorphisni 
group of T,,(A) splits into a semidirect product. We could easily sharpen 
Corollary 1 to this form, too, for example, by using Corollary 2.7 of [Fi]. 
Similar improvements could made also in our other results. 
In the second theorem we consider infinite matrices x = ( x,~>:, = / 
where x,, E A, xii = 0 if i >j. They form an algebra that we denote b\. 
Tz( A), and we let NZ( A) be the ideal of matrices with zeros on the main 
diagonal. Any s E Z determines an automorphism .t of T,(A) that acts 111. 
shifting matrix indices by s, i.e., s^( x)~, = .T,+, ,+, for x E T,(A). Then, in 
particular, .?((e,,) = er,_,. 
Recall that A is called indecomposable if it has no central idempotrnts 
apart from 0 and 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be an indecomposable k-algebra. An algebra auto- 
morphism 13 of Tz( A) satisfies 19( Nz( A)) = Nz( A) if and only if it is of the 
form tI = LG~SI where L is an inner automorphism of Tz( A), n is an algebra 
automorphism of A, and s E Z. 
COROLLARY 2. If A is indecomposable and satisfies (21, then any algebra 
automorphism 8 of Tz( A) is of the form 8 = L+ where L is an inner 
automorphism of Tz( A), n is an algebra automorphism of A, and s E Z. 
Now (3) is not available, and the result following from (1) is already 
contained in Corollary 4.6 of [S]. 
Theorem 2 is not true if we omit the assumption of indecomposability: 
Consider the example A = kfi CB kfi where fi and fi are orthogonal 
idempotents. Then T,(A) z T,(kf,) @ T,(kf,) in the obvious way. Define 
+!I: Tz( A) + Tz( A) so that I,!J induces on T,(kf,) the identity map, but on 
T,(kf,) the map i that shifts matrix indices by 1. Then I(, is an algebra 
automorphism with O( Nz( A)) = Nz( A). But it has no expression as in the 
~~~fi~~~~der’E=,e~)~=e~~f~~+~~) =fie, +f2ep-l> whereas any such 
The third theo:em is Pabkt tht algebra T,,(A) of finite matrices, 1 < n < 
w. We define Acd) for d > 0 inductively by A(‘) = A and Acd+r) = 
[ Acd), Acd)]; here [a, b] = ab - ba for a, b E A. Then A 2 A(‘) 2 AC2) 2 *** 
is a chain of Lie ideals. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a k-algebra and 1 < n < cc). Assume that 
n z= o ACd’ = 0 and that each nonzero ACd’ contains a left or right invertible 
element. Then every algebra automorphism 8 of T,,( A) is of the form 8 = L$ 
where L is an inner automorphism of T,,(A) and 77 is an algebra automor- 
phism of A. 
Any commutative A clearly satisfies the hypotheses; hence we have the 
following corollary. The case A = k is Kezlan’s theorem [4], since then 
77 = id,. (A diff erent generalization of Kezlan’s theorem is Theorem B in [2], 
which extends it to noncommutative rings k.) 
COROLLARY 3. Zf A is commutative and 1 < n < 00, then any algebra 
automorphism 9 of T,(A) is of the form 0 = L$ where L is an inner 
automorphism of T,( A) and 77 is an algebra automorphism of A. 
A noncommutative example where Theorem 3 applies is A = M,(k), 
the algebra of 2 X 2 matrices, where char k = 2; then A(‘) = A, A’l’ 3 1, 
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A’“’ = kl, and Ac3) = 0. However, the assumptions on A in the theoreni 
seem very restrictive, and the case of commutative algebras may well turn out 
to be the only useful one. (Also, in the commutative case the proof is a little 
shorter.) 
2. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
The proofs are self-contained, with the exception of the following lemma. 
It is a special case of Proposition 4.1 in [S], which was presented in thf, 
generality of incidence algebras of partially ordered sets. 
LEMMA [S]. Let T = T,(A) for 1 G n G m, or T = T,(A). Gicrn an 
algebra automorphism 0 of T, c-l&e rO E T as the matrix wh:ho.se (i,,j> entq 
is O(ej),. If re is invertible in T, then 0 = L$, where L is nrr innrr 
automorphism of T and 77 is an algebra automo~hkm of A. 
To be exact, [5, Proposition 4.11 only asserts that 71 is an endomorphism of 
A, but from 8 = ~+j it immediately follows that 71 is an automorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Write T = T,,(A) and A’ = A’,,( A). Let 19 be an 
automorphism of T. If 0 = ~6, then clearly B(N) = h’. So assume 0(R’> = .V. 
Then 0-l(N) = N, too. 
Also, the set R, = {x E T 1 NX = 0} is then invariant under 0 and K’. It 
consists of the matrices x E T with x,, = 0 for i > 1. Now, R, is an algebra 
without an identity element. It does have left identities; they are precisely the 
matrices x E R, with -rii = 1, i.e., the elements of e, + d, n N. Then e, is 
one such element, and since 8 induces an automorphism on K,, He, > is 
another. Therefore, 0(e,) E e, + R, n N, and in particular, O(P,) E p, + .V. 
Similarly, 8 and 8-i leave N2 invariant; hence they leave invariant also 
the set R, = {x E T 1 N’x = 0}, consisting of the matrices x E T with 
xi. = 0 for i > 2. Again, R, is an algebra without an identity element. Its left 
1 entities .d are the matrices x E R, with xi, = x2? = 1 and x,~ = 0: in 
particular, they all belong to e, + e, + N. It follows that 0(e, + e,) E c’, + 
e2 + N, and since 0(e,) E e, + N, we obtain @(r,) E c2 + N. 
Continuing in this way, we prove that 0(e,,) E el, + N for each p. TheIn 
e(e,),, = 1, which shows that the matrix q, in the lemma has all its diagonal 
elements I. In other words, rs = I - h, where I is the identity matrix and 
h E N. We can form the matrix C:=. ,h’ (where Ir” = I>: the sum is infinite,, 
but when we compute any fixed (i. j> entr?;, then the sum has onlv finiteh 
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many nonzero terms, since (h’)ij = 0 for T >_j - i. It is easy to see that 
Cy=, h’ = (I - h)-‘. Then T* is invertible, and now Theorem 1 follows by 
the lemma. ??
Proof of Theorem 2. Again, in one direction the theorem is immediate. 
So let 0 be an algebra automorphism of T = Tz( A) with 0(N) = N, where 
N = NZ( A). 
The quotient algebra T/N is isomorphic to the subalgebra of the diagonal 
matrices, i.e,. to the direct product nP E z Ae, of copies of A. Since A is 
indecomposable, the elements eP + N, p E Z, are all the primitive central 
idempotents in T/N. The automorphism on T/N induced by 0 must 
therefore permute them, that is, there is a permutation m of Z such that 
O(e,) E e”(p) + N for all p E Z. 
Write 0(e,) = erCPj 
follows 
+ h, with h, EN. From epep,ptlep+l = ep,p+l 
(e p(p) + hp)~(ep,p+l)(ep(p+~) + $+I) = 8(ep~p+l). 
Since e ~, P+ 1 is in N but not in N ‘, the same is true for 8(e,, 1? + ,), too. 
Therefore, 
Now, ey Ney, r g N2, but ey Ne, G N2 if r f y + 1. We conclude that 
r(p + 1) = n(p) + 1 for all p. It follows that rr is a translation on Z, i.e., 
there is s E Z such that n( p> = p + s for all p E Z. 
We have e;((c?,,) = e(e,_,) E e,Cl,_Sj + N = er, + N. Thus, if instead of 
0 we consider Bs, then as in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that the matrix 
re; E T is invertible, and so the lemma yields 13; = ~6. The theorem follows 
on replacing s with -s. ??
Proof of Theorem 3. Let now 1 < n < m, and denote T = T,,(A) and 
N = N,,(A). Let 8 be an algebra automorphism of T. By Theorem 1 it is 
enough to show that 8(N) = N. 
Let D(A) G T be the subalgebra of the diagonal matrices. Then T = 
D(A) @ N. We claim that for d > 1 the following holds: 
T’“’ = D( A’“‘) @ N if A’“-” # 0. (*> 
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Let first d = 1. Since [uep, be,] = 0 for p z q and [ae,,, be,] = [a, bIe{,. we 
have [D(A), D(A)] = D([ A, A]) = D( A(‘)) (= the diagonal matrices with 
entries from A”‘). Hence 
and (*> follows for n = I when we show that N G T (‘I Since II is finite arid . 
so the elements epc, form a k-basis, it is enough to show that e,,, E ,f(” for 
1) < q. But this is clear, since e,,, = [e,,, e,,,] if 11 < q. 
Now assume that (*) is true for fixed d 2 1 and let A”” # 0. Again,w~e 
have first that [ D( A’“‘), D( A’“‘)] = D( A(‘(+ I’>, then that 
T(“+ ‘) = [ D( A’“‘) $ h’, D( A’“‘) @ N] c I]( A”““) 63 A:. 
and finally that ( * ) follows for tl + I when we show that N c T(“+ I). BP, 
assumption, A”” contains a left or right invertible element. Let first (I E A”” 
have a right inverse n’. Then, for 1) < (1. we have P/,~, = ~(I’P,~~, = 
1 &Y? I’ ’ n’r,,,,] E [ D( A”“, N] G T(“+ I’, and hence N G T(“+ ‘). If, on the other 
hand, some a E A’“’ has a left inverse a’, then we can use cl,,, = (1 I (lit’ = !‘I/ 
la’e,,L,, cle,,] for p < q, and again N c I’(“+‘). Thus, (*) follows. 
Since the sum T = D(A) 6~ N is direct and D( A”“) & U(A), it follows 
easilv that 
v T”” = ; [ D( A'"') @ N] = ( n D( A(“))) $ N = D( n A(“)) @ A:, 
,I (I 
where the intersection is taken o\.er all rl = 1,2,. . if each A(“) is uonzero, 
or up to the first d with A (“) = 0 otherwise. In either case, n (, A ((0 = (): 
hence I-j ,T’“’ = N. 
Clearly the automorphism 0 lea\:es n ,,T (“) invariant: hence e(N) c S. 
The same holds for 0-l; thus e(h’> = N. ??
3. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS 
In this section we consider the algebra T,,(A) for n < 2, and we compare 
our two results in this case (Corollan I with II < 0~ and Theorem ,3) with two 
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other theorems in the same case [l, 51. The four results are otherwise quite 
similar, except that the assumptions on A are different. Our assumptions 
were 
(a> A is semiprime; 
(b) n T=‘=. A”’ = 0, and each nonzero A(‘) contains a left or right invert- 
ible element; 
and the other two are 
(c) every nonzero k-algebra map A + A, not necessarily unit-preserving, 
is bijective; 
(d) A/Rad A is indecomposable. 
Condition (c) was used by Barker and Kezlan [l, Theorem], and condition (d) 
by the author [5, Corollary 4.51 ( w h ere 1 < n < 00); Rad A denotes the 
Jacobson radical of A. 
We show now that none of (a), (b), cc), or (d) implies any of the other 
three conditions. Consequently, none of the four versions of the result 
includes any of the other three. As is easily seen, the same conclusion is 
reached even if, in place of (b), we use the stronger condition that A is 
commutative (cf. Corollary 3). 
First, to see that we have (b), (c),(d) * (a), consider the example k = Z, 
A = Z/42. 
That (a), cc>, (d) * (b) holds follows from the algebra A = M,(k) where 
k is a field and char k # 2. This A is simple and finite dimensional; hence it 
satisfies (a), (c), and (d). Since A(“) consists of all matrices of trace 0 for 
i > 1, (b) is not fulfilled. 
Next, (a>,(b),(d) * (c) is seen from the example A = k[[ xl] of power 
series over the field k. 
The cases (a), (b) * (d) are trivial: A = ke CB kf with k a field and e, f 
orthogonal idempotents. [Also (c) is false here.] 
To show the remaining case (c) * (d) we resort to the following example 
that, unfortunately, requires lengthy calculations; they are quite elementary, 
and we only sketch the arguments briefly. 
Let k = K[[x]] where K is a field, and let A be the k-subalgebra of 
M,(k) with k-basis {e,, e2, e,2, xe,,) (where the matrices epq and ep = epp 
are as before). In the notation of [3], A = T,(kx, k). First of all, A/Rad A is 
isomorphic to K @ K and hence is not indecomposable; to see this, one can 
first show that the right invertible elements (or units) of A are precisely the 
matrices in A with units of k on the main diagonal, and then from 16, 
Proposition 3.2.31 one deduces that Rad A = kxe, CB kxe, CB ke,, f~ kxe,,. 
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Finally, we must prove that A satisfies the condition (c) of Barker and 
Kezlan. Denote 
It is not too hard to show that the elements Ecu, b, c) and 1 - Ecu, b, c> 
with a(xa + 1) + bc = 0 are precisely all the nontrivial idempotents in A. 
Furthermore, any E(a, b, c) is of the form Me,M-’ where M E A is 
for a,b,c E k. 
invertible; specifically, if b = 0, then we can take 
and if b z 0 and X” is the highest power of x dividing b, then 
1 
M= -ru,b,’ 
where b, = x-“b and a, = ~-“a. Now, let cp : A + A be a map as in (c); 
that is, q is k-linear and multiplicative. Then q(e,) and q(e,) are two 
orthogonal idempotents. By combining q with an inner automorphism, we 
may assume that rp(e,> is one of 0, 1, e, or e2, and that &es) is an 
orthogonal idempotent from among the same four. This leaves nine cases 
with different choices of p(e,) and a. By going through those cases, and 
using the matrix relations, such as eis * xezl = xe,, and the fact that for any 
M E A, 
e,Me2=M * M E ke,,. 
e,Me,=M * M E kxe,,, 
one finds that only two cases are possible, namely, p(ei) = p(e,) = 0, or 
cp(e,) = e, and cp(e,) = es, and that in the former case cp = 0 and in the 
latter CJJ is bijective (inner, in fact). Hence, (c) is satisfied. 
For the sake of completeness, we mention that in this example (a) is 
fulfilled but (b) is not. 
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4. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
For simplicity, here we let k be a field. 
The classical Skolem-Noether theorem says, in particular, that the algebra 
automorphisms of M,(k) are inner; here M,,(k) is the full algebra of n X n 
matrices over k (n < a). A recent theorem by A. Milinski [7] implies in this 
case a stronger result: if B is a left or right Artinian algebra containing M,(k) 
as a subalgebra, then each algebra map M,(k) -+ B is conjugation by a unit 
of B. 
The direct analogy of the Skolem-Noether theorem (the case mentioned 
above) holds for T,,(k), that is, all of its automorphisms are inner; see [2-51 or 
the results in this paper. We show now with a simple example that this result 
does not generalize to algebra maps T,,(k) -+ B, so in this respect T,,(k) 
behaves differently from M,( k 1. 
Let B = M,(k), and denote by epy the matrix basis elements as before 
and ep = epp. Then B has two isomorphic copies of T,(k) as subalgebras, 
one with basis (el + e2, e3, e,a}, say A,, and the other with basis {e,, e2 + 
e3, ela}, say A,. Let 0 : A, * A, be the isomorphism with 0(e, + e,> = ei, 
0(e,) = e2 + es, and 8(e,,) = eis. If 0 were conjugation by a unit u E B, 
then u(e, + e,>u-’ = e,; this is impossible, since the idempotent e, is 
primitive in B but e, + e2 is not. 
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